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A warm welcome to our 2021 QPA Season Report,
the second year where the pandemic continued to
affect us all. 

The need and desire for accessible community
events this year was striking. When we were able to
host events in June it was a privilege to be able to
do so. It was gratifying to see how new parents,
groups of friends and extended families all felt
welcome and safe at QPA, and it's been rewarding
to read the overwhelmingly positive feedback from
our survey, quotes from which are featured through
this report. 

Nonetheless, the pandemic presented innumerable
challenges, the season itself was cut short at both
sides by the effects of Covid. Necessary legislation
by the Scottish Government meant we were much
later in opening, and frustratingly we failed to
secure our licenses for the larger events at the end
of the year.

The shortness of our season and the limited
numbers that we could host in the space hit us
incredibly hard.  As a social enterprise we aim to be
self sustaining and non-reliant on funding, but
financially this year was difficult.

We are particularly grateful to the additional
support from Event Scotland, Visit Scotland and
Inhouse Event Productions LTD without which we
wouldn’t have been able to run events in the
space. Thanks too to all those volunteers and team
members who went the extra mile and to the QPA
board members and community councils who
support our work. And of course thank you to all
those who attended our events, we clocked up
over 30,000 visits across the season. 

Our organisation is evolving, in March we’ll be
saying goodbye to one of the founding directors,
Kirsty, who we extend a big thank you for her focus
on the community programme over the years. We
will miss you!

We’ve got a lot to look forward to in 2022. Watch
this space for some new local recruits to the team
and the release of our programme in the spring.

We look forward to welcoming you back for an
exciting summer of music, dance, film and
performance. 

I cannot overstate the difference the sessions at QPA made - they were life savers.
These sessions were my babies first glimpses of the real world, the first time he was
around people other than his immediate family. I cannot thank you enough.

x The QPA team
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A REGISTERED CHARITY 

INHOUSE EVENTS
SOLUTIONS CIC

QPA LTD 

Who programmes QPA?

Shawlands and
Strathbungo 

Govanhill and
Crosshill Langside Mount

Florida

Local volunteers and 
community council representatives 

who came together to set up a charity 

who appointed a local non-profit 

A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE 

COMMUNITY COUNCIL COMMUNITY COUNCIL COMMUNITY COUNCIL COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

Board members

LOCAL PEOPLE 

All parties work in partnership with
Glasgow City Council 

to run the space
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Chet has worked in events and music for 20 years, and is dedicated to
creating events that bring communities and individuals together. Studies
at the International School of Crowd Management consolidated his role as
a professional event and security management consultant. One of his
proudest achievements at Queen’s Park Arena has been supporting the
newly established Recovery Collective CIC to create Recovery Connects.
In his spare time Chet loves channelling his energy into playing, performing
and studying all types of music.

Kirsty has 15 years in the events sector and has a background in education,
working in Glasgow Museums facilitating learning experiences, events and
occasionally dressing up as Mary Queen of Scots. Kirsty studied history at
Glasgow University, and has worked with the Glasgow Women's Library
researching and writing hidden her-stories. A passionate advocate of the
importance of green spaces as places to socialise, relax, learn and enjoy, in
November 2020 Kirsty became Inhouse CIC’s first paid employee leading
Community and Volunteer Development for the organisation.

George has been working in the professional music and arts sector for over
25 years. Co-founder of Clydeside Initiative for arts which is still today the
charitable arm of SWG3. George has worked with many well known
festivals across Europe as well as Scotland as both a Technical Manager
and Production Manager. He is also a seasoned rigger and is qualified as an
Optio Rigger Level 4.  George volunteers his time at QPA.  

CHET CAPKINER - Programming / Event Production 

KIRSTY HOOD - Programming / Community Development 

GEORGE MATHESON - Production Consultant 

MEET THE 
INHOUSE CIC 
 TEAM
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JANUARY - MARCH  

Art in the park
We were delighted to display local artist Rothnie
Daly's exhibition "Pandemic and Protest" in our
poster boards and on our social feeds from
December - February.  

From
February
Covid
safety
posters 
by S2
Shawlands
Academy
students
were
displayed
on the
boards.    

" Adds a splash of colour
to dark wintery walks in

the park." 

Attem
pting to W

eather the
Storm

 @
rothnie_artist

 
With support from BEMIS our notice board
celebrated Burns night. We asked for native
speakers in the community to help translate 'A
Mans a Man' into Scots, Urdu, Slovak and
Romanian.  Copies of the translations alongside
German and French versions were available to take
away. 

I loved having the opportunity to show
some of my work in Queen Park, a
fantastic way to share art with people
who would not necessarily see it in a
gallery.  I have loved chatting to folks
about it ... at the arena. - Rothnie

Glasgow Live
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MARCH - MAY  

This year we launched three open calls for
local people to participate in the programme
at QPA.  One for volunteers, one for fitness
instructors and one for local bands to play
as part of our Open Stage programme.  All
proved popular, particularly the Open Stage
project with 70 responses.  

 

Open calls and programming

We want to give people some
joy after such a hard time and

promote our culture Roma.

We were initially targeting people who had
picked up an instrument over lockdown, but
we were surprised by the responses from
practiced musicians and performers who
were  keen to get out in front of a live
audience again.  

I’m looking to build up my
confidence by pushing myself to
perform at public events such as

Queens Park Arena.

So to reduce logistic costs and disruption, we
decide to activate the site in blocks across the
summer.

Our programme for block one is created with
feedback from the community, input from
local organisations and with consideration to
the range of audiences that use the space. 
 The majority of activities are free.  
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Beatbox  Scotland

Marquee De Saw

 

Really
entertaining day,
amazing staff, so
much talent.

JUNE - AUGUST
We go LIVE with two blocks of activity from 30th JuNE -

I love
Glasgow
and this is a
new location
to perform. 

sl
o

ts
 

Open Stage  
38  
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I absolutely loved the opera!! The shorter
format made it fun and accessible
without compromising quality. 

Thank you to QPA and
all the brilliant people
in the audience for
making my first public
show since March
2020 everything I
could have hoped for.
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11th July (Block 1) and 23rd July - August 8th (Block 2).
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ARTS   
23  

cl
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fitness

"Outdoor cinema is
always a treat... A
total highlight of
2021. "

It was brilliant to see the bandstand
finally put to its full use! The arena
turned the space into a community
resource throughout the summer and it
was clearly well loved.

10/10 for the
teachers. More
dancing in the park
please.

Fantastic! 

FILM
31  Wimbledon 

and uefa
screenings   
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Soft play was a god send for the lockdown babies.
Only time we got to interact with other wee people.
I could cry thinking about it. Thanks so much. Staff

were all amazing and very helpful.

24  EARLY
YEARS
SESSIONS 

 

We absolutely loved the
Dance Your Socks Off and
Wake Up With Wils
sessions! It was such a
lovely, joyful, positive
experience. The Arena set
up was great and very
organised and safe. 

192  HOURS OF
SOFTPLAY  

Babies and new parents were one of our
priority audiences when programming

for 2021.  Many children only had
experienced digital interaction with

others.   We invested in a new soft play
unit for the site for smaller children and
aimed to have at least one early years

session on per day. 
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Over lockdown QPA
became a local skate hang
out.  Instead of displacing
the skaters, we worked
with them. Many worked in
the cafe and collaborated
on Skate week - 6 days of
skate inspired events.

Working in partnership
with the Loading Bay, a
skate park in the north of
the city, we buillt a
temporary ramp in the
space.  

There was a huge demand
for skate lessons and the
ramp.

EVENT FOCUS: SKATE WEEK  

I  appreciated that
you employed the

local skaters as bar
and service staff.

They gave the
place an excellent
laid back attitude. 

 Skate week was
clever addition to
harness the skate
scene that used
the arena during

lockdown. 
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AUGUST - OCTOBER 

 

Why did the bigger events move venue? 

August was a challenging month. Applications
for the four larger  scheduled weekends weren't
processed in time for them to go ahead.  We had
submitted the relevant paperwork in March and
May, but Covid related delays on both sides
resulted in the larger gigs moving to another
venue.  We wholeheartedly apologise for any
inconvenience this caused to customers,
promoters and acts.   Our commercial
programme supports the community
programme, so this was a real blow.  We're
currently working with Glasgow City Council to
streamline the process of managing programme
at QPA for future events.    

12  
events   

I am so sad that you weren’t able to
host Optimo and other events.

The cafe/bar was great during
the summer months but was
quickly shut down and nobody
understood why. 
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8  
dance    
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distancing, reducing the number of our
volunteer team, running a table service
system for the cafe bar and taking
details of all customers.  Covid
indirectly resulted in the larger events
not going ahead in August and
September with sever repercussions
for the income of the social enterprise.  

COVID 

VANDALISM 

USE OF SPACE

1

2

3

CHALLENGES

The ever changing situation with
Covid and the associated event
regulations delayed the start of our
season and had a number of
repercussions throughout it.  Being an 
 open outdoor events space helped
but necessary government regulations
meant limiting numbers, ensuring social 

 however with the reuniting of the word
"Queens" with "Park" and "Arena" on the
roof of the stage.  It had been stolen
over lockdown, thanks to an eagle eyed
Langside resident  we managed to get
it back in place before the start of the
season. 

Over lockdown the arena was well used
by the public, by skaters, local people
and occasionally by musicians putting
on events.  Unfortunately, despite the
music events not being connected with
us,  we received complaints from local
residents as they could often go on
well into the night. 

Frustratingly when the larger site isn't in
situe, the arena suffers from vandalism
with graffiti over the units, stage and
mural - smashed bottles in the
amphitheatre render it unsafe for
younger children.  This is an ongoing
battle to keep on top of.  We did have a
positive story at the start of the year 

With the Open Stage project we
wanted to provide the opportunity to
everyone  who wanted to play in the
space into our free community
programme, whilst being within a
managed Covid safe space. Our new
website will help explain how to get
involved in the programme for 2022. 

Huge well done all the organisers
and the staff! It would be an

achievement at anytime but to
pull it off during a pandemic and a

wet summer is a triumph. 
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SURVEY
RESULTS

Our annual survey went live from 16th Dec 2021 - 28th January 2022. It was promoted across our social media
feeds, and directly emailed to the QPA mailing list and displayed on the poster site at Victoria Road gates.  The
feedback was incredibly positive.  Direct quotes from the feedback are presented throughout the report.  

228 95%  

We asked for feedback from this year,
these were the most repeated words.   

responses repeat 
visitors 

thought we did 
"amazing" or 

"great"   

93% 
We asked what people

would like to see
repeated from this year,
the top answers were: 

Cinema 
Music 

"Everything"
Early Years 

Soft Play 
 

14

"Keep doing
what you are

doing"



Most responses were positive, but there were a handful of constructive
comments, (many indirectly Covid related) which will  help inform programming
for 2022.   

Food  
FOCUS ON
INCLUSION 

NOISE 

Booking

"Would love to see it continue...events finishing a bit
earlier esp the music events would be great. It’s
pretty noisy for those of us that live opposite." 

(mentioned by 3 people) 

It's fantastic to have a season of events in
qpa. Really important that it doesn't seem

too exclusive (like kgrove), events were
affordable which is really important for us.

(mentioned by 4 people) 

STAY
AFFORDABLE 

“(The Programme was) chosen with such
relevance to the community.”

(mentioned by 3 people) 

"My only disappointment was the lack of Food Outlets!"
(mentioned by 12 people) 

"Soft play was a great idea! Only thing I
could think of to make it better would be
to have it attended a bit more so it didn’t

get overcrowded etc. "
(mentioned by 4 people) 

softplay
numbers  

“It's an issue not unique to QPA but the
number of no shows (for free events)  who

made events sell out quickly and meant
people who would've actually attended

missed out was super frustrating”.
(mentioned by 5 people) 

Ticket
availability  

"Sometimes I couldn't find how to
book the events."

(mentioned by 2 people) 
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"It was a delight, very difficult to fault"



We asked what people would
like to see more of next year  

"The spirit of welcome and
community across all the

events was incredible. It is
a rare and joyful

experience to be at an
event and have such a

range of ages,
backgrounds, identities
and for all to appear to

welcome and
comfortable."

97% 

We asked you to
rate the site set
up, with 5 being

excellent. 

of you said the covid
safety measures we

took onsite made you
feel confident in

attending events.  

16

"The event staff were
absolutely amazing.
Very helpful, friendly

and went out their way
to make sure

everything was just
right. They all worked

very hard on the nights
I attended and always

had a smile on their
faces."



V2.0 INHOUSE CIC 2022 

Thanks to everybody who joined in, collaborated and supported this year 


